
WEALTH CREATION 

Our strategy is driven by extensive expertise
and we adopt the highest standards of risk
management and both fundamental and
technical analysis. We use several diversified
strategies and tools all with intent to
minimize risk and maximize profits

 SMART INVESTING

Combining traditional investment
fundamentals with modern
innovation to make your wealth work
for you in the years, decades, and
generations to come.

www.betachaincapitals.com



We are an international investment firm with over 21 years of cumulative

experience in the investment advisory industry. Our advisory investment

strategy is driven by extensive expertise and we adopt the highest standards

of risk management and both fundamental and technical analysis. We use

several diversified strategies and tools all with the intent to minimize risk and

maximize profits. We are distinguished by the integrity of our offering, our

transparency, and our exceptional performance.

ABOUT US

For more than 21 years, we’ve purpose-built our

platform and services to help you trade effortlessly

and better capitalize on winning market

opportunities.

Our ecosystem is not only a place for you to invest

in financial assets but a place for you to learn,

explore and connect with other like-minded

investors. We are an award-winning, multi-asset

broker headquartered in the US, with over 21 years

of market experience, operating in 172 countries.

With more than 1,000 employees in over 30 global

offices, we are there to support you in achieving

your own success, faster and simpler. At Vantage,

we hold ourselves to the highest regulatory and

security standards so you can invest through us

with absolute peace of mind. Our simple and

intuitive investment platform allows you to trade

over 400 different instruments no matter where

you are. Our ultra-fast execution, stable

performance, and round-the-clock dedicated

customer service support, ensures that with

Vantage, you have the edge to win. Invest with an

edge.
www.betachaincapitals.com



Responsibility All trading involves risks and betachaincapitals.com helps

its clients to make smart investment decisions. We take

responsibility of the hard work and bear all the risks.

Our Core Values

Innovation
betachaincapitals.com has been at the forefront of the

digital fintech revolution since her inception. We continually

innovate to stay ahead of the ever dynamic financial market.

Security We take extra precautions to keep our clients’ personal

information and funds safe and secure. Our servers and

systems are secured by the best available security protocals.

WHAT IS INVESTING?

Investing is the process of buying assets that increase in value over time and

provide returns in the form of income payments or capital gains. Investing

involves committing money in order to earn a financial return. This essentially

means that you invest money to make money and achieve your financial goals.

www.betachaincapitals.com
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Our Portfolio
As a financial advisory and wealth

management company, we have over the

years managed many high value assets.

Our wealth management and investment

portfolio cuts across multiple sectors.

REAL ESTATE
Real estate development and management

has been one of our major areas of focus.

Investing in real estate is highly profitable and

sustainable. We have helped thousands of our

clients make life-changing income through

investments in real estate.

Revenue

$ 6.2b
We generate revenue from
interest and ROI from all our
capital portfolio

Financial Statistics

Paid Out

$ 2.4b
We  share a percentage of our
trade and investment profits
with our clients based on thier
capitals and investment
package

Market Capital

$ 13.1b
Value of  our cummulative
asset trading and investing
capitals including  our holding
ins Bitcoin and other digical
assets.

Total Users

3k +
Our client base cut
across people of
different income class
from all over the world.
This number grows
daily. Join thousands of
smart investors who
trust
betachaincapitals.com.

 Assets Value

$ 10.9b
We have asset base in
crypto, real estate,
shares and bonds,
mining rigs and data
centers. 

FOREX  and Shares
Leverage the volatility of the largest stock

market indexes in the world such as the

SP500, DAX, FTSE and DJ30.

 Capitalise on the moves of some of the

biggest companies in the world and trade our

US and Hong Kong Share CFDs

CRYPTOCURRENCY
The invention of Blockchain technology,

Bitcoin, and other digital currencies opened

up a whole new era of financial opportunities.

We recognized the potential of the innovation

and actively take advantage of the

opportunities.  We help our clients make smart

investments in the crypto space.

www.betachaincapitals.com



Investment Plans
Combining traditional investment fundamentals with modern innovation
to make your wealth work for you in the years, decades, and generations

to come.

www.betachaincapitals.com
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Hit the 'SIGN UP' button at the
top of the page, fill in your

details on the page that follows

We are an international investment firm with over 21 years of cumulative
experience in the investment advisory industry. Our advisory investment
strategy are driven by the extensive expertise and we adopt the highest
standards of risk management and both fundamental and technical
analysis. We use several diversified strategies and tools all with intent to
minimize risk and maximize profits. We are distinguished by the integrity of
our offering, our transparency, and our exceptional performance.

Invest anywhere, anytime!

CREATE ACCOUNT

                                    
From your Dashboard, select

the Deposit button to choose an
investment plan that suits your

financial goal. 

ADD FUNDS TO YOUR
ACCCOUNT

While experiencing the amazing
benefits of investing us, you can

also earn bonuses when you
refer us to others

EARN PROFITS AND
REFER OTHERS

SUCCEED WITH US
Why Choose betachaincapitals.com?

Here’s why thousands of investors trust and invest with betachaincapitals.com., and why you
should, too

SIMPLE PROCESS
Our investment solutions

are so simple. Our platform
is also simple and easy to

use.

We are Innovative
betachaincapitals.com. has
been at the forefront of the

digital fintech revolution
since her inception.

We Take Responsibility
All trading involves risks, and
betachaincapitals.com. helps

its clients to make smart
investment decisions.


